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It Looks Like You
Evan Dando

Made by Carl B from sweden my first tab ever and everything is right its a
perfect tab.....
This is a great song from Evans new album baby im bored....
i dont really know the lyrics so i just wrote what i think he sings but
the chords are exellent here it is:

Intro: E  Esus E Esus 

Verse: I cant for the life off me tell you 
       B 
       
       What all this is really about
             A                   E
       
       So im leaving you with a burden of proof
       B
       
       And a strong case of reasonable doubt
              A                        C#m 

Chours:
         Honey it looks like you
                   F#m           B
        
         Got some explaining to do
                       A         E

         Honey it looks like you
                   F#m           B
        
         Got some explaaaainnnnnnning to do
                       A                  E

         E Esus E Esus

Verse2: I cant for the love of jehova
        B

        comprehend why you knock at my door
              A                        E

        when you said it was over, over and over
        B

        is that what you told me before



            A                      C#m

Chours:
         Honey it looks like you
                   F#m           B
        
         Got some explaining to do
                       A         E

         Honey it looks like you
                   F#m           B
        
         Got some explaaaainnnnnnning to do
                       A                  E

Middle eight: Like where you been and what you done
                              Bm                A

              and who saw and was it fun
                      E              B

              where they places that you never thought you`d go
                         Bm               A                 C#m

              why you went on the attack
                      Bm             A

              and why you left and why youre back
                           E                 B

              and the fact that you refuse to let me know
                       Bm              A            C#m

Chours:
         Honey it looks like you
                   F#m           B
        
         Got some explaining to do
                       A         E
         
         Honey it looks like you
                   F#m           B
        
         Got some explaining to do
                       A         E

         Honey it looks like you
                   F#m           B
        
         Got some explaining to do
                       A         E

         Honey it looks like you



                   F#m           B
        
         Got some explaaaaaaaaaaaaaainnnnnnnnnnnnnnnning to do
                       A              Asus                  E   Asus E


